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ISOMETRIES OF H' SPACES OF THE TORUS

nand lal1 and samuel merrill iii2

Abstract. Denote by Hp (l^^co) the Banach spaces of

complex-valued functions in Lp of the torus whose Fourier co-

efficients vanish off a half plane determined by a lexicographic

ordering. The, surjective isometries of the spaces Hp (p^T) are

characterized in terms of unimodular functions on the circle and

conformal maps of the disc. For 1 <p< °o (p^2) the proof depends

upon a characterization of certain invariant subspaces previously

given by the authors.

Let A be the algebra of continuous complex-valued functions on

{AgC: IA| = I} which are uniform limits of polynomials in X. Denote by

Bp(dd) the closure of A in Lp(dd) where dd denotes normalized Lebesgue

measure on the circle (norm closure for 1 ̂ p< oo; w* closure for p = oo).

It is well known that the Banach spaces Hv(dd) may be identified with the

Hardy classes by associating with each function in Hp(dd) its analytic

extension to the open unit disc via the Poisson integral.

DeLeeuw, Rudin, and Wermer [1], and independently Nagasawa [6],

characterized the surjective isometries of Hx(d6) and FF(tf0). Forelli [2]

extended the characterization to Hp(dd) for Kp< oo,p^2. We state their

results in Propositions 1 and 2.

Proposition 1. A linear operator T of Hx{dd) onto Hx{dd) is an isom-

etry if and only if

(1) (Tf)(X) = a/(r(;.))      (/£ H^dö); \X\ = 1),

where a is a complex constant of modulus 1 and r is a conformal map of the

unit disc onto itself.
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Proposition 2. Let \^p<co, pj±2. A linear operator T of Hp(dd)

onto Hp(d6) is an isometry if and only if

(2) (rjQ(A) = «(rW'TW/)) (fe Hp(dd); [A| = 1),

where a and r are as in Proposition 1.

We denote by A(T2) the algebra of continuous, complex-valued func-

tions on the torus T2={(z, w):|z| = |w| = l} which are uniform limits of

polynomials in zmwn where (m, ri)e£f={(m, «):«>0}U{(m, 0):m^0}.

Denoting normalized Haar measure on T2 by dm, we define Hp as the

closure of A(T2) in Lp(dm) (norm closure for l:Sp<oo; w* closure for

p=oo). The purpose of this paper is to present characterizations of the

isometries of Hp onto Hp for 1^/j^oo, p^2.

Hp consists of those functions in Lp(dm) whose double Fourier co-

efficients vanish off the half-plane Sf which determines a lexicographic

ordering. The maximal ideal space of A(T2) can be identified with

({z:|z| = l}x{vv:M^l})U({z:|z|^l}x{0}), with dm identified with

(z, w) = (0, 0). Since A(T)2 is a logmodular algebra we have at our dis-

posal the results of [4].

We denote by Z and W the functions Z(z, w)—z and W(z, w)=w. The

closure in Lp(dm) of the polynomials in Z is denoted by Zp; the closure of

the polynomials in ZmWn, wgjt, by Ip; and finally the closure of the

polynomials in Z and Z by Lp. By [5, Lemma 5, p. 467],

(3) Hp = Zp © Ip

for 1 ̂ p^oo, where © denotes algebraic direct sum. A function fin Hp is

inner if |/| = 1 ;/is outer iff-A(T2) is dense in Hp.

Theorem 1. A linear operator T of //°° onto H°° is an isometry if and

only if

(4) (F/)(z, w) = a/(r(z), w<x(z))     (/e JT°; fz| = \w\ = 1),

where a is a complex constant of modulus 1, t is a conformal map of the unit

disc onto itself, and a is a unimodular measurable function.

According to [1, Theorem 3, p. 695] it suffices to prove

Theorem 2. A linear operator W of Z/°° onto Hm is an algebra auto-

morphism if and only if

(5) (Y/)(z, w) = f(r(z), wo-(z))     (fe H™, |z| = \w\ = 1),

where r and a are as in Theorem 1.
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Lemma 1. IfW is an algebra automorphism of Hx, then carries inner

functions to inner functions, WZCC=ZX', and vF/ot>=/co.

Proof. If F is inner but YF is not, then there exists «>0 such that

m(K)>0 where K={x:\xFF(x)\<l-e}. Choose AeTT with \h(x)\ = l on

Kand \h{x)\ = 1 -e on T2\K [4, Theorem 5.9, p. 297]. If "Yg=h, \\Fg\\x= 1
but ||vF(Fg)L=||(xFF)/;||0O<l-e. Thus*FFis inner.

Let M be the closure of in L\dm). M is clearly invariant under

multiplication by functions in 77°° and also by V where V = TZ. For

if fer,fZer, soY/WFf/ZVTXZ) orxF(/Z)=(vF/)(F).
If M has the form FH2 for some inner function F, then F-VgM=

FH2 so Fe772. But TZg/F2 so it is a constant. This contradicts the fact

thatTisinjective, so M^I2 [4, p. 293]. It follows, using (3), thatW00^/00.

Applying the same argument to the automorphism Y-1, we conclude
thatY70O=7co.

To show that TZto=Zco, it suffices to show that YZeZ*1. Write/=YZ

and suppose f=f1+f2 where/ieZ00 and /2e7°°. Then//CO=VF(Z/O0)=/C0, so

fz=fg for some gel00. Thus g=fj={f-f1)f= 1 -fj, which is orthogonal
to 7CC. Thus g and hence/2 vanish.

Lemma 2. If E^Z* and F2e7°° are inner functions, and if for each Borel

set Y^T2, n{Y)=m(X) where X={(z, w):(E1(z), E2(z,w))eY}, then

fx<£m.

Proof. The Fourier-Stieltjes coefficients of fj, are ß(m, «) = J ElnE2dm.

Thus ß(m,0)=am for m^O (a=\E1dm). Since E2eF, ß(m,n)=0 for

nsil. It follows that is the product measure ii=Pdzxdw=Q dm, where

F(z) = (l — |a|2)/[l —az|2, dz and dw are each Lebesgue measure, and

QeLm(dm). In particular, if Tis m-null, then Ais m-null. This argument is

based on Forelli [2, p. 724].

Proof of Theorem 2. By Lemma 1, WWer. In fact YW=Wo for

some a(z) = a(z, w)gLx, as can be shown by an argument similar to that

by which we showed YZeZ00. Writing t(z)=t(z, w) = (YZ)(z, w), we see

that t is a conformal map of the disc by Proposition 1. Setting F,=t and

E2 = wa in Lemma 2, we conclude that /(t, wa) is well defined for all

measurable functions /. Thus (5) holds for all f in the algebra stf gen-

erated by ZmWn, (m, ri)eSt°.

To establish (5) for all /eTF0, it suffices to show that the automorphism

(D/=xF-1(/(t, wa)) is the identity. We have seen that OZ=Z and <&W= W

and the proof of Proposition 1 shows that <I> is the identity on Z00. Thus

it suffices to show that <D is the identity on 7°°.

First we show that O(%KW)=%KIVwhere %K is a charactersitic function

in 7°°. Since the function <b(%KW)jW is equal to its own square, it too is a

characteristic function %K.sLco. There remains only to show that K—K',
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or in fact that K' since the argument also applies to <P_1. If not, there

exists a nonzero continuous function feLco with zero set K^K/K' of

positive measure. Then

(6) 0 = ®(fW)<t>(XKl W) = fWXK[ W.

Since K^K, K[<^K', so/does not vanish on K[. This contradicts (6).

Thus ®{%KW)=xKW, and in general for geLm, 0>(gWn)=grVn

(ra|£l). If ger, g^^giWt+hW1 where ^eZ,™ and her. Since Og=

2t*&^HK^*)'W* where <PAe/°°, the Fourier coefficients of g and <Dg

agree, so (t)g'=g.

Remark. Using essentially the same argument we can show that the

automorphisms of A(T2) are also given by (5) except that here a is con-

tinuous. However, this can more easily be done by considering the

homeomorphisms of the maximal ideal space of A(T2) induced by the

automorphisms of the algebra.

Theorem 3. A linear operator T of Hp onto Hp (1 co, p?^2) is an

isometry if and only if

(7) (FT)(z, w) = a(TW/p -fW*)\

for allfeH", where \z\ = \w\ =1, a is a complex constant of modulus 1, r

is a conformal map of the unit disc onto itself, and a is a unimodular meas-

urable function on the circle.

The proof depends on our results in [5] on the characterization of

sesqui-invariant subspaces of Hv. A closed subspace M^HP is called

invariant iffM^M for all feHc°. An invariant subspace M^HV is called

sesqui-invariant if ZM<^ M and simply invariant if this is not the case. If M

is sesqui-invariant, it has the form

M = Xe ■ V> ■IP

where ip is unimodular and %E is the characteristic function of the support

set of M ([5, Theorem 3, p. 471]; see also [5, p. 473 for the torus case]).

If M is simply invariant, it has the form M=y>Hp (rp unimodular) by the

generalized Beurling theorem [8].

Lemma 3.   Let F= F(l) and E be the support set of F. Then m(E)=\.

Proof. Since FeHp, %E is independent of w, so G = w(\—%E)eHp. Let

g=T~\G). Thus

jV ± g\vdm =JV ± Gl" dm

= j\F\pdm +j\G\vdm = 1 + j]g\" dm.
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Therefore

1 + g\»dm +   |1 - gl" dm = 21 + m

By [7, p. 275], £=0 a.e., so m(E)=l.

Proof of Theorem 3. Lemma 3 insures that dv = \F\p dm and dm are

mutually absolutely continuous. Using Forelli's argument [2, Proposition

2, p. 723] it follows that Sf= TfjF defines an isometry S of Hp into Lp(dv)
which takes the algebra,s/ generated by Zm W, (m, n)e£f, multiplicatively

into Lx(dv). Write EX = S{Z) and E2 = S(W). Forfej^, we have

We show that F,eZ°° and E2elx. Since FeHp, the sesqui-invariant sub-

space generated by Fhas the form//7', where/is unimodular. Thus F=JG

where GeP and the sesqui-invariant subspace generated by G is Ip. For

feS(sf), WFfeP, and the property of G insures that W2JfeP. Thus

the invariant subspace generated by S(s/) has the form xpP or xpHp, rp

unimodular.

In the first caseßpvVeipP, so feLv®Ip for all feS(s/) and similarly for

the second case. In particular F, and E2eLco®Ix. The same argument ap-

plied to the algebra generated by ZmWn, ntXi shows that E1eLco®l'a,

so EjeL".

We conclude that F$P (otherwise F would map Hp onto Ip). Thus

j log|F| dm~> — oo, so F=JG where now J is inner and G is outer. Also

{FF™}, w^O, generate a simply invariant subspace, so by the usual argu-

ment F16ZC0. Since G is outer, the invariant subspace A generated by

{JEf Et}, n>0, is contained in Hp. Since N=rpHp would imply that E^W,

we have N=ipP. Thus Ac p so JE2eP. JeHp but J$P (because F$P), so

E2er. Thus F takes J* into Ip.

Thus using Lemma 2,f(E1, E2) is well defined for all measurable func-

tions /. The density of s/ in Hp, l^p<oo, insures that (8) holds for all

feHp. Imitating Forelli's argument [2, p. 726] one shows that the function

Q constructed in the proof of Lemma 2 satisfies

for all Borel sets Ig T2. Since F is surjective, both F and F~J carry P

into P, so that TP=P. Again using the argument of [2] (beginning at the

bottom of p. 726) it follows that F,, considered as a function of z alone, is

a.e. the boundary value function of a conformal map tx of the disc onto

itself. Define t(z, w) = t1(z). We have |t'| = 1/ö(t) and (9) becomes

(8) Tf{z, vi) = F-/(Fj, E2).

(9)
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J \F\'dm =J |t'| dm

for all Borel sets JCg T*. Thus Fand (t')1/p have the same modulus. Since

the latter is outer, we can show that they differ by a constant of modulus

one by showing Fis outer. If F=JG, J inner and G outer, then GHV =

HP=THP=FHP. Dividing by G, HP=JHP, so /sot, |a| =1.

To complete the proof it suffices to show that F2= Wo where o-eZ,°°.

For this we need to show that alp=lp (see the analogous argument for

p=oo). But since F and 1/F are bounded, aP= W(SW)(SIP) =

WS(WIP)=WWIP=1P.

For the case p=l, Theorem 3 can also be obtained by adapting the

original argument of deLeeuw, Rudin and Wermer [1, Theorem 2, p.

694] in which they deduce the isometries of H1^) by exploiting the special

properties of the extreme points of the unit ball of H1{dQ). To do this one

needs three facts about functions on the torus: (a) the extreme points of

the unit ball of H1 are the outer functions of norm one (Gamelin [3]), (b)

the identity (f dm=(f(r, wa)r' dm (a straightforward calculation), and

(c) the result of Lemma 4 below. Let Be be the set of extreme points in the

unit ball of H1, P(m) = {z:\z\<l}x {0}, and D= {z} x {w:\w\< 1} for

each [z|=L

Lemma 4.   A function feH1 of norm 1 lies in the closure of Be if and only if

(10) f has no zeros on P{m) and f has no zeros on Dzfor almost all z.

Proof. If/lies in the closure of B", then there exist fneB" converging

uniformly on compact sets to/ on P(m) and on each Dz for almost all z.

(10) follows.

Conversely suppose (10) holds. Define fr(z, w)=/(z, rw), 0<r<l. Let

fr=Frgr, FT inner, gr outer. One shows that Fr is independent of r, say Fr=

FeZ™. Let hr(z, w)=F(rz). Then /is the L1 limit of the outer functions

hrgr, so /lies in the closure of Be.
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